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Kindling Flames
Kindling Flames
”Action packed with amazing characters, intense passion and high stakes, On the Accidental Wings of Dragons by Julie
Wetzel is an engrossing, thoroughly entertaining read - a complete package of incredible action and sizzling romance.”
~Melinda Hills for Readers' Favorite - 5 stars When Michael Duncan is sent to investigate the disappearance of several
dragon subjects, he finds himself in a bind. Locked in a dungeon, his only hope lies wrapped in a bundle of cloth tossed at
his feet. One kiss and his life is changed forever. Hunted by his own people for crimes he didn't commit, Michael has to
learn a whole new life at the hands of a beautiful woman. Can she help him clear his name, or will just being in her
presence get him sentenced to death? Carissa Markel doesn't know who this man chained to the wall is, but he's her only
chance for escape. She has power, but, born without a voice, she lacks the means to wield it. One choice, made in
desperation, sends them running for his life. Does she have the strength to help him clear his name? And what will her
brother, the King of Dragons, do if he finds out what she's done? That's immaterial, the real question is… can she keep her
hands off him long enough to find out? The Dragons of Eternity series is perfect for fans of paranormal romance and fantasy
romance. Readers can enjoy a different sizzling love story set within the same world in each Dragons of Eternity novel.
Novels in the Dragons of Eternity series by Julie Wetzel: * On the Accidental Wings of Dragons * For the Memory of Dragons
* For the Heart of Dragons * A Castle for Dragons Also, check out the best-selling Kindling Flames novels. After landing a job
as assistant to a handsome CEO, Victoria Westernly feels like her life is finally on the right track. But when she discovers her
new boss is the city's most powerful vampire, she'll have to decide whether her attraction to him is worth the risk… *
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Kindling Flames: Gathering Tinder * Kindling Flames: Flying Sparks * Kindling Flames: Smoke Rising * Kindling Flames:
Stolen Fire * Kindling Flames: Burning Nights * Kindling Flames: Blazing Moon Available in September 2017: A new and
sexy, laugh-out-loud romantic comedy from Julie Wetzel. * White Lies Dragon Shifter Paranormal Romance Alpha shifter
romance dragon romance romance science fiction Sorcery magic mystery action adventure thriller Royal romance Urban
Fantasy Series for Adults Urban Fantasy Romance Urban Fantasy Paranormal Urban Fantasy Shifters

Before That Night
For the Memory of Dragons is the exciting sequel to On the Wings of Accidental Dragons by Julie Wetzel. What do you do
when a dragon crash-lands in your backyard? That's the question Terra's faced with when one of these creatures plows
down into her cornfield. Should she help out the hunk of a man the dragon turns into, or turn him over to the trigger-happy
'authorities' that have come looking for him? The deciding factor—he has no memory. Giving him up just doesn't seem
right… at least until she knows the truth of who he is. Alex has forgotten a thing or two—his name being one of them—but
he knows there is something important that he needs to remember, if he could just get his battered brain to work properly.
A little rest might help, but there's no time for that when the bullets start flying. Now he has to follow the few clues he has
to discover who he is, and why people are trying to kill him. But that's the easy part. The hard part will be keeping his hands
off the lovely lady helping him. The Dragons of Eternity series is perfect for fans of paranormal romance and fantasy
romance. Readers can enjoy a different sizzling love story set within the same world in each Dragons of Eternity novel.
Novels in the Dragons of Eternity series by Julie Wetzel: * On the Accidental Wings of Dragons * For the Memory of Dragons
* For the Heart of Dragons * A Castle for Dragons Also, check out the best-selling Kindling Flames novels. After landing a job
as assistant to a handsome CEO, Victoria Westernly feels like her life is finally on the right track. But when she discovers her
new boss is the city's most powerful vampire, she'll have to decide whether her attraction to him is worth the risk… *
Kindling Flames: Gathering Tinder * Kindling Flames: Flying Sparks * Kindling Flames: Smoke Rising * Kindling Flames:
Stolen Fire * Kindling Flames: Burning Nights * Kindling Flames: Blazing Moon Available in September 2017: A new and
sexy, laugh-out-loud romantic comedy from Julie Wetzel. * White Lies Dragon Shifter Paranormal Romance Alpha shifter
romance dragon romance romance science fiction Sorcery magic mystery action adventure thriller Royal romance Urban
Fantasy Series for Adults Urban Fantasy Romance Urban Fantasy Paranormal Urban Fantasy Shifters

Kindling Flames
When Vicky becomes the target of a serial arsonist plaguing the city, Darien calls on the supernatural community to help.
Pulling the creatures of the night together to cooperate on any project is troublesome at the best of times. The fact that the
one responsible for the city’s woes is a being of fire and magic leads the reluctant groups to a truce that makes Vicky start
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to think that her job might be a bit more than one normal human can handle. The Kindling Flames Series is a paranormal
romance saga with over 2,300 five-star reviews on Goodreads. Dive into a series filled with sexy vampires, werewolves,
shifters, Fae folk, and more. Science fiction and urban fantasy romance lovers unite because this series has seven exciting
books that readers have compared to other popular vampire romance novels such as: A Shade of Vampire Series by Bella
Forest, the Immortals After Dark Series by Kresley Cole, The Sookie Stackhouse Novels (True Blood) by Charlaine Harris, The
Twilight Saga by Stephenie Meyer, The Vampire Academy by Richelle Mead, and The Black Dagger Brotherhood Series by
J.R. Ward. ***Kindling Flames: Flying Sparks is the second installment in The Kindling Flames Series. The first book—
Kindling Flames: Gathering Tinder, can be downloaded for free on Google Play. Continue Victoria's heart-pounding romance
with Kindling Flames: Smoke Rising (Book #3), Kindling Flames: Stolen Fire (Book #4), Kindling Flames: Burning Nights
(Book #5), Kindling Flames: Blazing Moon (Book #6), and Kindling Flames: Granting Wishes (a fun short story romance set
in the Kindling Flames world). paranormal romance series Metaphysical & Visionary Vampire romance for adults Fae
romance Urban Fantasy Romance paranormal werewolves & shifter romance Supernatural Demons Fantasy & Futuristic
Romance Thriller and suspense fairytales and folklore adult Vampire Romance books Vampire romance Vampire Paranormal
Paranormal Romance Fantasy romance books Fantasy Fantasy books Fantasy romance Shifter Romance Shifter Alpha
romance Alpha male romance Alpha Paranormal romance series Romance series Free books Fae books Fairy books Kindling
Flames Series The Kindling Flames Series Ancient Fire Series The Ancient Fire Series

Dangerous Paradise
Kindling Flames
After a wedding filled with werewolves, fay, and vampires, Vicky is looking forward to a nice, quiet honeymoon away from
the chaos of Darien's daily life. But nothing is ever simple with an Ancient Vampire around. When the Vampire Council of
Hawaii finds out Darien and his new bride are coming, they are determined to see that Darien is honored properly. But
vampire etiquette isn't for the faint of heart. The nights could burn when lines are drawn and Darien finds himself in a turf
war he never intended to start. The Kindling Flames Series is a paranormal romance saga with over 2,300 five-star reviews
on Goodreads. Dive into a series filled with sexy vampires, werewolves, shifters, Fae folk, and more. Science fiction and
urban fantasy romance lovers unite because this series has seven exciting books that readers have compared to other
popular vampire romance novels such as: A Shade of Vampire Series by Bella Forest, the Immortals After Dark Series by
Kresley Cole, The Sookie Stackhouse Novels (True Blood) by Charlaine Harris, The Twilight Saga by Stephenie Meyer, The
Vampire Academy by Richelle Mead, and The Black Dagger Brotherhood Series by J.R. Ward. ***Kindling Flames: Burning
Nights is the fifth installment in The Kindling Flames Series. The first book— Kindling Flames: Gathering Tinder, can be
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downloaded for free on Google Play. Continue Victoria's heart-pounding romance with Kindling Flames: Blazing Moon (Book
#6), and Kindling Flames: Granting Wishes (a fun short story romance set in the Kindling Flames world). paranormal
romance series Metaphysical & Visionary Vampire romance for adults Fae romance Urban Fantasy Romance paranormal
werewolves & shifter romance Supernatural Demons Fantasy & Futuristic Romance Thriller and suspense fairytales and
folklore adult Vampire Romance books Vampire romance Vampire Paranormal Paranormal Romance Fantasy romance
books Fantasy Fantasy books Fantasy romance Shifter Romance Shifter Alpha romance Alpha male romance Alpha
Paranormal romance series Romance series Free books Fae books Fairy books Kindling Flames Series The Kindling Flames
Series Ancient Fire Series The Ancient Fire Series

On the Accidental Wings of Dragons
The Flame and the Arrow
Over vast expanses of time, fire and humanity have interacted to expand the domain of each, transforming the earth and
what it means to be human. In this concise yet wide-ranging book, Stephen J. Pyne—named by Science magazine as “the
world’s leading authority on the history of fire”—explores the surprising dynamics of fire before humans, fire and human
origins, aboriginal economies of hunting and foraging, agricultural and pastoral uses of fire, fire ceremonies, fire as an idea
and a technology, and industrial fire. In this revised and expanded edition, Pyne looks to the future of fire as a constant,
defining presence on Earth. A new chapter explores the importance of fire in the twenty-first century, with special attention
to its role in the Anthropocene, or what he posits might equally be called the Pyrocene.

Kindling Flames Boxed Set (Books 1-3)
Fans of the Dragons of Eternity series by Julie Wetzel will love going back in time with this steamy dragon-shifter prequel.
With a dragon ravaging the countryside, the Prince of Dragons sends out his best man, Patrick Mylan. His orders—secure an
abandoned castle and stop the foul beast from stealing more maidens. This shouldn't be an issue for an Elite of Eternity.
But there is more going on than there seems. When other dragons are sighted in the area, the town sends their maidens to
their new lord for protection. Patrick's life just became a lot more complicated. With the dragon he's hunting acting odd and
a castle filled with women distracting him, how is he supposed to do the job he was sent for? And what are the ladies going
to do when they find out he's the other dragon in the area? The Dragons of Eternity series is perfect for fans of paranormal
romance and fantasy romance. Readers can enjoy a different sizzling love story set within the same world in each Dragons
of Eternity novel. Novels in the Dragons of Eternity series by Julie Wetzel: * On the Accidental Wings of Dragons * For the
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Memory of Dragons * For the Heart of Dragons * A Castle for Dragons Also, check out the best-selling Kindling Flames
novels. After landing a job as assistant to a handsome CEO, Victoria Westernly feels like her life is finally on the right track.
But when she discovers her new boss is the city's most powerful vampire, she'll have to decide whether her attraction to
him is worth the risk… * Kindling Flames: Gathering Tinder * Kindling Flames: Flying Sparks * Kindling Flames: Smoke Rising
* Kindling Flames: Stolen Fire * Kindling Flames: Burning Nights * Kindling Flames: Blazing Moon Available in September
2017: A new and sexy, laugh-out-loud romantic comedy from Julie Wetzel. * White Lies Dragon Shifter Paranormal Romance
Alpha shifter romance dragon romance romance science fiction Sorcery magic mystery action adventure thriller Royal
romance Urban Fantasy Series for Adults Urban Fantasy Romance Urban Fantasy Paranormal Urban Fantasy Shifters

Wicked Luck
Trouble has once again found its way to Brenton… When a pack of rogue werewolves makes a grab for the local pack's
land, Rupert, the local alpha, does his best to keep the peace. Unfortunately, his people have been having some issues of
their own that complicate matters. When Phelan, Rupert's second, becomes the latest wolf to lose control over a simple
dispute, Rupert is left with no other choice than to seek outside help. Krissy, a human empath who stumbled on the scene,
was able to help Phelan, but dealing with an entire pack of enraged werewolves is too much for one person to handle. With
Master Darien on his honeymoon, Rupert turns to his next best choice—Elliot. Now Phelan, Elliot, and Krissy have to
discover what's driving the weres into emotionally savage rages before all hell breaks loose and destroys the wolves of
Brenton. The Kindling Flames Series is a paranormal romance series that should not be passed up. Dive into a series filled
with sexy vampires, werewolves, shifters, Fae folk, and more. Science fiction and urban fantasy romance lovers unite
because this series has seven exciting books that readers have compared to other popular vampire romance novels such
as: A Shade of Vampire Series by Bella Forest, the Immortals After Dark Series by Kresley Cole, The Sookie Steakhouse
Novels (True Blood) by Charlaine Harris, The Twilight Saga by Stephenie Meyer, The Vampire Academy by Richelle Mead,
and The Black Dagger Brotherhood Series by J.R. Ward.

The Mammoth Book of Boys Own Stuff
"Don't do it, Annika," he taunted. His eyes were no longer bright and charming but dark and intense, yet they still twinkled.
He was tempting, but was he harmful? Aspiring rock star Annika Brisby thinks she knows where her life is going until she
steps through a broken portal that leaves her stranded in a realm of fairies, vampires, and other mythical beings. Unable to
return until it's repaired, she's rescued by wood nymphs who believe her sudden arrival is no accident. After being taken in
by a prominent family of elves, Annika finds herself struggling to resist the seductive spell of their youngest son, Talvi.
Equal parts arrogant and alluring, the notorious heartbreaker seems like the perfect distraction for her homesickness. Her
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new friends warn her that she'll probably regret ever laying eyes on him, and what begins as a casual fling quickly burns
too hot to handle. By the time Annika learns the consequences of their forbidden trysts, Talvi's already under her skin and
dangerously close to her heart. But on the journey home she discovers that there's a mountain of secrets that he's not
telling her, and Annika can't help wondering who's really in danger.

For the Heart of Dragons
This detailed study of fire metaphors provides a deep understanding of the purposeful work of metaphor in discourse. It
analyses how and why fire metaphors are used in discourses of awe (mythology and religion) and authority (political
speeches and media reports). Fire serves as a productive and salient lexical field for metaphors that seek to create awe and
impose authority. These metaphors offer a rich linguistic and conceptual resource for authors of mythologies, theologies,
literature, speeches and journalism, and provide insight into the rich interplay of thought, language and culture. This book
explores the purpose of fire metaphors in genres ranging from the Norse sagas to religious texts, from Shakespeare to
British and American political speeches. Ultimately it arrives at an understanding of the rhetorical work that metaphor
accomplishes in communicating evaluations and ideologies.

Kindling Flames Boxed Set (Books 4-5 and Granting Wishes)
It's a dark day for the kingdom of dragons. Kyle Markel, the King of Dragons, is presumed dead when his plane disappears
over the cold waters of the Northern Sound. To make matters worse, his sister, Carissa Markel, has been given undeniable
proof that Kyle's longtime friend, Daniel Callaghan, has been sabotaging the largest investigation Eternity has ever had. He
may have also been involved with Kyle's disappearance. But all is not what it seems. That's something Angela Lewis
discovers when she's awoken in the middle of the night by a strange and violent ceremony. Her quick thinking frees the
handsome man tied to the table, but the knife in his chest makes his survival questionable. Unsure who to trust, she finds
herself running to the only place the stranger is willing to go—The Dragon's Wing. Can Angela find someone to save him?
And without their king, what will become of the kingdom of dragons?

Field and Stream
Magic can do a lot--give you flight, show you mermaids, help you taste the stars, and solve the budget crisis? That's what
the grown-ups will do with it if they ever make it to Neverland to steal its magic and bring their children home. However,
Gwen doesn't know this. She's just a sixteen-year-old girl with a place on the debate team and a powerful crush on Jay, the
soon-to-be homecoming king. She doesn't know her little sister could actually run away with Peter Pan, or that she might
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have to chase after her to bring her home safe. Gwen will find out though--and when she does, she'll discover she's in the
middle of a looming war between Neverland and reality. She'll be out of place as a teenager in Neverland, but she won't be
the only one. Peter Pan's constant treks back to the mainland have slowly aged him into adolescence as well. Soon, Gwen
will have to decide whether she's going to join impish, playful Peter in his fight for eternal youth or if she's going to
scramble back to reality in time for the homecoming dance.

Camp Cookery
After landing a job as assistant to a handsome CEO, Victoria Westernly feels like her life is finally on the right track. But
when she discovers her new boss is the city's most powerful vampire, she'll have to decide whether her attraction to him is
worth the risk… The Kindling Flames Series is a paranormal romance saga with over 2,300 five-star reviews on Goodreads.
Dive into a series filled with sexy vampires, werewolves, shifters, Fae folk, and more. Science fiction and urban fantasy
romance lovers unite because this series has seven exciting books that readers have compared to other popular vampire
romance novels such as: A Shade of Vampire Series by Bella Forest, the Immortals After Dark Series by Kresley Cole, The
Sookie Stackhouse Novels (True Blood) by Charlaine Harris, The Twilight Saga by Stephenie Meyer, The Vampire Academy
by Richelle Mead, and The Black Dagger Brotherhood Series by J.R. Ward. Continue Victoria's heart-pounding romance with
Kindling Flames: Flying Sparks (Book #2), Kindling Flames: Smoke Rising (Book #3), Kindling Flames: Stolen Fire (Book #4),
Kindling Flames: Burning Nights (Book #5), Kindling Flames: Blazing Moon (Book #6), and Kindling Flames: Granting Wishes
(a fun short story romance set in the Kindling Flames world). paranormal romance series Metaphysical & Visionary Vampire
romance for adults Fae romance Urban Fantasy Romance paranormal werewolves & shifter romance Supernatural Demons
Fantasy & Futuristic Romance Thriller and suspense fairytales and folklore adult Vampire books free Vampire romance
books free Vampire Romance books Vampire romance free books Vampire romance Vampire Paranormal Romance Free
Paranormal Paranormal Romance Paranormal Romance Free Books Paranormal free books Romance books free Romance
books for adults for free Romance free Romance free books New free books New free romance books Fantasy romance
books Fantasy books free Fantasy Fantasy free Fantasy romance free Fantasy romance Shifter Romance Shifter romance
free Shifter romance free books Shifter free Shifter Alpha romance free Alpha romance Alpha male romance Alpha male
romance free Alpha Free ebooks paranormal romance Free paranormal romance books Paranormal romance series free
romance series books Romance series Free books Fae books Fae books free Fairy books Fairy books free Kindling Flames
Series The Kindling Flames Series Ancient Fire Series The Ancient Fire Series

Michigan Natural Resources
Night. A time of quiet, of peace, of rest, and now, a time of terror. With an uncontrolled vampire plaguing the city, the
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Vampire Council of Brenton once again calls on Darien Ritter for help. Overwhelmed with the issues of a new menagerie and
plans for his wedding, Darien still manages to step up and answer the call. The only problem is, he suddenly finds himself a
little too… human. The Kindling Flames Series is a paranormal romance saga with over 2,300 five-star reviews on
Goodreads. Dive into a series filled with sexy vampires, werewolves, shifters, Fae folk, and more. Science fiction and urban
fantasy romance lovers unite because this series has seven exciting books that readers have compared to other popular
vampire romance novels such as: A Shade of Vampire Series by Bella Forest, the Immortals After Dark Series by Kresley
Cole, The Sookie Stackhouse Novels (True Blood) by Charlaine Harris, The Twilight Saga by Stephenie Meyer, The Vampire
Academy by Richelle Mead, and The Black Dagger Brotherhood Series by J.R. Ward. ***Kindling Flames: Stolen Fire is the
fourth installment in The Kindling Flames Series. The first book— Kindling Flames: Gathering Tinder, can be downloaded for
free on Google Play. Continue Victoria's heart-pounding romance with Kindling Flames: Burning Nights (Book #5), Kindling
Flames: Blazing Moon (Book #6), and Kindling Flames: Granting Wishes (a fun short story romance set in the Kindling
Flames world). paranormal romance series Metaphysical & Visionary Vampire romance for adults Fae romance Urban
Fantasy Romance paranormal werewolves & shifter romance Supernatural Demons Fantasy & Futuristic Romance Thriller
and suspense fairytales and folklore adult Vampire Romance books Vampire romance Vampire Paranormal Paranormal
Romance Fantasy romance books Fantasy Fantasy books Fantasy romance Shifter Romance Shifter Alpha romance Alpha
male romance Alpha Paranormal romance series Romance series Free books Fae books Fairy books Kindling Flames Series
The Kindling Flames Series Ancient Fire Series The Ancient Fire Series

Fire Metaphors
Bending the Universe
(2012 National Readers' Choice Awards Finalist in Romantic Suspense)(The Romance Reviews "Top Pick" 5 stars) Strangers:
a handsome British actor and a young American business woman on the run for their lives After death threats for her late
father's business crimes, a young woman escapes with her new fiance on a South Pacific cruise and becomes stranded with
another man--a cynical and devastatingly handsome English actor--in a fish-out-of water survival game. Unfortunately, the
only people who know they are alive are those out to kill her. 2012 National Readers' Choice Awards Finalist in Romantic
Suspense Romance Writers of America's San Diego "Spring Into Romance" Contest Finalist
************************************************************** DANGEROUS PARADISE -Full-length, 107,000 word,
Contemporary, Romantic Suspense Adventure Novel with mystery and humorous elements - "A Glitzy, Sexy Romance with a
Dangerous Twist" The Story: Kelly Cochran's late father was accused of embezzlement, causing the financial ruin of many
clients. After death threats, she gets away on a South Pacific cruise to consider her options. She thinks she has her life all
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figured out. She'll save the family business to repay the investors and marry her Mr. Right, her childhood crush and
mentor--the wealthy movie producer Robert Hillyard. Everything is going as planned on the cruise ship until an
assassination attempt on her life leaves Kelly in a life-and-death survival situation with her fiance's associate, Alex Drake.
English actor Alex is devastatingly handsome and the most infuriating man she's ever met. He's recently out of a marriage
made in Hell and vows never to remarry. The cynical playboy is the last person she'd want to be stranded with alone on a
tropical island. For Alex, who wants to be the next major movie star, getting involved with Kelly is career suicide as her
future husband employs him. Now, in a fish-out-of-water survival game and trying to find their way home, they are
dependent on each other for everything, even in the depths of the night. To survive, Kelly and Alex must put aside their
differences while their attraction escalates. Unfortunately, the two don't have time to analyze their feelings for each other
since the only people who know they are alive are those out to kill her."

Gung-ho
Kindling Flames
The Publishers Weekly best-selling author of Kindling Flames delivers another exciting and steamy fantasy romance in the
Dragons of Eternity series. Disconnection is a very serious issue for dragons that can leave them stuck in one form or
another, but it's a condition that usually comes on slowly and rarely catches anyone by surprise. No one knows this better
the Kara Rose, Eternity's leading specialist in the treatment of this condition. So when the head of Eternity demands her
presence for an emergency, she can't imagine what he could want. She is, after all, only a therapist. As a top mage with
Eternity, Noah Dove has worked with dragons for most of his life, so he is used to their odd quirks and physical needs. When
a dark beauty shows up to disrupt the king's celebrations, he agrees to go with her to keep the peace. When Noah is unable
to protect the woman from the group killing dragons, he's left with her last request—to save her dragon. It would normally
be an impossible task, but with a bit of magic and some help from the dragon, Noah forms the one thing that can transfer a
dragon from one person to another—a Heart Stone. Now the dragon is loose and out of control… and the only person who
can help is Kara. With Noah's consciousness locked away beyond her reach, she must somehow find a way to soothe the
dragon and connect two halves that were never a whole. The task is daunting and will push her knowledge—and personal
boundaries—to their limit and beyond. The Dragons of Eternity series is perfect for fans of paranormal romance and fantasy
romance. Readers can enjoy a different sizzling love story set within the same world in each Dragons of Eternity novel.
Novels in the Dragons of Eternity series by Julie Wetzel: * On the Accidental Wings of Dragons * For the Memory of Dragons
* For the Heart of Dragons * A Castle for Dragons Also, check out the best-selling Kindling Flames novels. After landing a job
as assistant to a handsome CEO, Victoria Westernly feels like her life is finally on the right track. But when she discovers her
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new boss is the city's most powerful vampire, she'll have to decide whether her attraction to him is worth the risk… *
Kindling Flames: Gathering Tinder * Kindling Flames: Flying Sparks * Kindling Flames: Smoke Rising * Kindling Flames:
Stolen Fire * Kindling Flames: Burning Nights * Kindling Flames: Blazing Moon Available in September 2017: A new and
sexy, laugh-out-loud romantic comedy from Julie Wetzel. * White Lies Dragon Shifter Paranormal Romance Alpha shifter
romance dragon romance romance science fiction Sorcery magic mystery action adventure thriller Royal romance Urban
Fantasy Series for Adults Urban Fantasy Romance Urban Fantasy Paranormal Urban Fantasy Shifters

Kindling Flames
Field & Stream
From the best-selling author of Kindling Flames, comes a boxed set with the 3rd & 4th full-length Kindling Flames books, the
Kindling Flames: Granting Wishes Novella, and three exclusive short stories. This boxed set includes exclusive bonus
content and offers the reader a discount over purchasing each novel individually. *** 3 Bonus Short Stories Included *** The
Ancient Fire Series (Also known as the Kindling Flames Novels) is a paranormal romance saga with over 2,300 five-star
reviews on Goodreads. Dive into a series filled with sexy vampires, werewolves, shifters, Fae folk, and more. Science fiction
and urban fantasy romance lovers unite because this series has seven exciting books that readers have compared to other
popular vampire romance novels such as: A Shade of Vampire Series by Bella Forest, the Immortals After Dark Series by
Kresley Cole, The Sookie Stackhouse Novels (True Blood) by Charlaine Harris, The Twilight Saga by Stephenie Meyer, The
Vampire Academy by Richelle Mead, and The Black Dagger Brotherhood Series by J.R. Ward. THIS BOXED SET INCLUDES:
Kindling Flames: Stolen Fire Night. A time of quiet, of peace, of rest, and now, a time of terror. With an uncontrolled vampire
plaguing the city, the Vampire Council of Brenton once again calls on Darien Ritter for help. Overwhelmed with the issues of
a new menagerie and plans for his wedding, Darien still manages to step up and answer the call. The only problem is, he
suddenly finds himself a little too… human. Kindling Flames: Burning Nights After a wedding filled with werewolves, fay, and
vampires, Vicky is looking forward to a nice, quiet honeymoon away from the chaos of Darien's daily life. But nothing is ever
simple with an Ancient Vampire around. When the Vampire Council of Hawaii finds out Darien and his new bride are coming,
they are determined to see that Darien is honored properly. But vampire etiquette isn't for the faint of heart. The nights
could burn when lines are drawn and Darien finds himself in a turf war he never intended to start. Kindling Flames: Granting
Wishes Leprechauns don't exist. Or that's what Cathren has always believed, but a chance encounter changes everything.
When she saves a handsome stranger from a nasty electrical shock, not only does he claim to be one, but he also insists on
granting her wishes. Now she must decide— is he insane, or a magical creature of lore? Unsure which is true, she grabs at
the first three wishes she can think of: true love, happiness, and waffles. A tall order for most men, but not for Patrick
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Brogan. With a little persistence and just a touch of magic, anything is possible. BONUS CONTENT- Elliot's Bad Day (A
Kindling Flames Exclusive Short Story) Christmas Morning (A Kindling Flames Exclusive Short Story) Telling the Girls (A
Kindling Flames Exclusive Short Story)

Campcraft
A New English Dictionary on Historical Principles
How can Ava Starr's worst nightmare be Dax Miller's dream come true? For the past three years, Dax has been stranded on
Lamarai Island with his stepsister and two tribes of cannibals. But now a beautiful girl named Ava has washed up on shore.
After secretly reading her journal, he believes she is a perfect match to the girl of his dreams. He's determined not only to
keep her alive, but also to win over her heart by convincing her to forget about her past and the secrets that continue to
haunt her. Ava Starr has always been the epitome of bad luck, but she never imagined she would wake up and find herself
on a cannibal-infested island with no memory of how she got there. The last thing she remembers is boarding a plane with
her pilot boyfriend, Preston. But now he and his crew are missing, and she must find him before a tribe of hungry cannibals
finds him first. But Ava's troubles have followed her to Lamarai, where once again she's surrounded by danger and people
who want her dead. She finds herself caught in a web of deceit and soon discovers the answers to her mysterious past can
be found in the most unlikely of places, and that no one is actually who they seem to be.

For the Memory of Dragons
Lazura, an alien AI completing an Earth reconnaissance mission, is poised to take her data archive home to her Kardish
masters. All she needs is a way past Criss, a superior intelligence determined to stop her. And stop her he must, because
the information in Lazura's archive provides the powerful Kardish a roadmap to Earth domination, starting with the
subjugation of Criss himself. When Lazura makes a surprise break for her home world, she kidnaps Cheryl Wallace and Juice
Tallette, two-thirds of Criss's leadership, and positions them as human shields to protect her ship. Sid, the final member of
the leadership team and Cheryl's lover, joins Criss in chasing Lazura across the solar system. But can they catch Lazura
before she reaches the safety of interstellar space? And can they rescue Cheryl and Juice while also protecting the future of
Earth?

Camping Guidebook
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Bending the Universe immerses readers in the beautifully, brutally honest poetry of Justin Wetch—an idealist disguised as a
pessimist. Organized into five sections (Society, Love, Life, Personal, and Nature), this collection explores everything from
diversity to body image, heartbreak to politics. Poems spring from each page in a voice that’s almost audible—and always
thought-provoking.

The Ultimate Bushcraft Survival Manual
Crystal Escape
Can he turn one night into forever? After being ditched only weeks before her wedding, Cassie Stockwell wasn’t out looking
for a hookup. Then the devastatingly handsome bartender she’d been trying not to obsess over for months offered to give
her a ride home. What could one night hurt? When his future was almost taken away after one impulsive decision, wolfshifter and ex-con Jace Miller waited patiently for months before making a move on the woman he knew to be his destined
mate. But will one night of passion keep his little human by his side once she learns of his world and the danger it brings to
her doorstep? Enter a new world of loyal shifters and their bold mates and get your copy today!

Braiding Sweetgrass
"Fire is the main comfort of the camp."--Henry David Thoreau Master the art of building and maintaining a fire, indoors or
outside in this fun and definitive new field guide! This little field guide makes the art of fire building easy, accessible, and
fun! This go-to guide features: tips for finding, identifying, and gathering the best kindling; how to find, chop, stack, and
haul wood; the best methods and safety practices for building indoor fires, outdoor fires, fire pits, and bonfires; how to put
out any fire; how to properly stack wood; the secret of making the perfect s'more; how to get a spark without a match; plus
delicious recipes to cook over your fire! Whether you are by the hearth or campfire, cozy up with How to Build a Fire.

Englisch-Deutsches und Deutsch
How to Build a Fire
The Bend in Redwood Road
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-- A USA TODAY Bestseller -- Before that night, Addison Milan had been just a college dropout secretly raising her two young
siblings in a beat-up minivan she'd bought with her first semester's tuition refund--the only money her addict mother hadn't
taken off with when she'd abandoned them nearly two years ago. Before that night, Caine Spencer had been just a rough,
gruff cop sent to check out the phoned-in claims of suspected child neglect involving the same woman he'd met just
months prior when she'd first served him the city's worst diner coffeewhich he'd been drinking daily ever since. Before that
night, Addison would never have thought the man she'd been fighting hard not to fall for--her only friend in her new shadow
of a life--would be in a position to rip her family apart. Before that night, Caine would never have believed any woman could
make him fall head over heels, let alone make him feel so damn compelled to look the other way when it came to his job.
Then that one perfect night changed everything. "Hot, sweet, and filled with tender moments, Violet Duke writes heroes
who make me swoon!"-- New York Times bestselling author Kendall Ryan BEFORE THAT NIGHT (Bk 1 of 2) chronicles the
events that take place seven years prior to EVERY NIGHT WITHOUT YOU (Bk 2 of 2), which is the conclusion of Caine &
Addison's story of love, sacrifice, and the lengths one will run--and chase--when their past threatens their future. NOTE:
Each of the four couples in the Unfinished Love series have TWO books (duets) that take place years apart. Each duet is a
two-part second chance romance, meaning each couple is separated after their first book and reunited in the second book
of their duet. As noted in the title, this is Book ONE of TWO; the second book in this duet reunites this couple seven years
later, and concludes their story. The UNFINISHED LOVE Series Four brothers. Each fighting for their second first chance at
love. Years be damned. (Caine & Addison) -- Book 1 of 2: Before That Night -- Book 2 of 2: Every Night Without You (Drew &
Skylar) -- Book 1 of 2: Before That Promise -- Book 2 of 2: Every Promise Unspoken (Gabe & Hannah) -- Book 1 of 2: Before
That Kiss -- Book 2 of 2: Every Kiss Goodbye (Max & Kennedy) -- Book 1 of 2: Before That Chance -- Book 2 of 2: Every
Chance We Lost

Fever Claim
What if you were dropped in the woods with little more than a knife, your wits, and the (hopefully warm) shirt on your back?
Could you survive? If you’d read this book, the answer is yes! Survival! It’s one of our most primal fears, most basic needs.
What do you do when everything is stripped away except your will to prevail? In this book, survival expert Tim MacWelch
examines how native peoples around the world and throughout history have made their own shelter, weapons, tools, and
more, and well as clever MacGuyver-esque ideas for using anything you might find in your pockets or pack. Whether your
goal is to test yourself against nature, be prepared for any catastrophe, or learn more about traditional ways of survival,
this is the one book you need. CHAPTER ONE: Bare Necessities - The stuff you need to survive short term wilderness
emergencies (72 hours to one week) The Survival Priorities (& why you need them) Shelter, water, fire, food, first aid and
signaling distress Tools of the Minimalist Knife, Axe and Saw - use and care; Clothing selection Shelters Pick a safe shelter
location; How to build Leaf huts, lean-tos, jungle platforms, thatched roof, log huts, wicki-ups, pit houses, and more
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(different homes for varied climates) Water Gathering and Disinfection Finding springs, boiling w/ hot rocks, rain and
precipitation collection, water storage, primitive filters, water from plants Fire Tinder, Kindling, Fire Lays, Flint & Steel, Bow
Drill, Hand Drill, Bamboo Fire Saw, Fire Plow, Pump Drill, and other friction methods Signaling for Help and Self-Rescue How
to signal and communicate w/ old school techniques; How and when to fight your way out CHAPTER TWO: Finer Things Skills and techniques to collect food, and live more comfortably in the wild (weeks to months) Foraging for Wild Edible
Plants How to identify and use wild plant foods; Recipes like our ancestors would have eaten Trapping Ways to catch game
with new and old school, low-tech traps Primitive Fishing How to catch fish with thorns and other improvised tackle Ancient
Weapons Bow and arrow, spear, Spear thrower, Bola and sling, primitive forging of metal Hunting Skills and game
processing; 10 things to never do on a hunt Primitive Tools How to make stone blades, knives, axes, stone drill bits, mallets
and wedges for wood splitting, digging sticks Hygiene Keeping clean; Natural toilet paper; Soap from plants; DIY latrine
CHAPTER THREE: Long Term Living - The skills of our ancestors and the things you'd need for long term primitive living
(years) Food Storage Drying, smoking, Food Caches, Freezing Containers How to make several different basket styles; Bark
containers; Wooden bowls; Soapstone bowls and pots; Primitive ceramics Hides and Furs DIY buckskin, fur, rawhide and
leather; Making clothes and outerwear (moccasins, mittens, hats, etc.) Primitive Cooking Cook in the coals; Spits and
skewers; Green stick grill; Rock for frying pan; Stone Ovens, Steam pit, Earth over (in-ground hearth system) Tracking Man
tracking and animal tracking Natural Navigation How to find your way by using the stars, the landscape, the weather and
many other methods Wild Medicine Teas, compresses and poultices to help you heal

A Castle for Dragons
Step 1: Turn off the TV, the PC, the PS3, the Wii Step 2: Open up The Mammoth Book of Boy's Own Stuff and get into
boyhood like it's meant to be A guide to life, the universe and pretty much everything The Mammoth Book of Boy's Own
Stuff is full of fun as well as important facts on how to be top and an all round great person - from essential Latin to making
your own volcano, from SAS survival skills to basic movie making. Read about heroes of war and exploration, find out how
to make secret ink, check ALL the capitals of the world, learn and adhere to the 10 virtues, discover the means to make
your brain go faster. There are even stories by such cool writers as Rider Haggard and Edgar Rice 'Tarzan' Burroughs.
Amaze your friends, impress your teachers (and even girls)! And included for no extra cost - the world's official funniest
joke. 100% guaranteed against boredom!! Contents include: SAS Survival Skills; 10 Books Every Boy Should Read before
Age 12; How to make invisible ink; Comic Book Superheroes, Villains and Their Inventors; A Boy Hero: Jack Travers VC; The
World's 12 Decisive Battles; The Plains Indians of America; How to perform a banana kick; and much much more

The Key to Creation
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Is there such a thing as a normal life when you live with an ancient vampire and a temperamental hellhound? Victoria
Westernly was just starting to think so. With Samhain just around the corner and the promise of a Halloween Ball, her life
was looking good. Even the addition of a new master vampire couldn’t bring her down. When Victoria and Darien become
the victims of a series of unfortunate accidents, they know something’s up. Where there’s smoke, there’s fire. But, the
question is… who is burning what? The Kindling Flames Series is a paranormal romance saga with over 2,300 five-star
reviews on Goodreads. Dive into a series filled with sexy vampires, werewolves, shifters, Fae folk, and more. Science fiction
and urban fantasy romance lovers unite because this series has seven exciting books that readers have compared to other
popular vampire romance novels such as: A Shade of Vampire Series by Bella Forest, the Immortals After Dark Series by
Kresley Cole, The Sookie Stackhouse Novels (True Blood) by Charlaine Harris, The Twilight Saga by Stephenie Meyer, The
Vampire Academy by Richelle Mead, and The Black Dagger Brotherhood Series by J.R. Ward. ***Kindling Flames: Smoke
Rising is the third installment in The Kindling Flames Series. The first book— Kindling Flames: Gathering Tinder, can be
downloaded for free on Google Play. Continue Victoria's heart-pounding romance with Kindling Flames: Stolen Fire (Book
#4), Kindling Flames: Burning Nights (Book #5), Kindling Flames: Blazing Moon (Book #6), and Kindling Flames: Granting
Wishes (a fun short story romance set in the Kindling Flames world). paranormal romance series Metaphysical & Visionary
Vampire romance for adults Fae romance Urban Fantasy Romance paranormal werewolves & shifter romance Supernatural
Demons Fantasy & Futuristic Romance Thriller and suspense fairytales and folklore adult Vampire Romance books Vampire
romance Vampire Paranormal Paranormal Romance Fantasy romance books Fantasy Fantasy books Fantasy romance
Shifter Romance Shifter Alpha romance Alpha male romance Alpha Paranormal romance series Romance series Free books
Fae books Fairy books Kindling Flames Series The Kindling Flames Series Ancient Fire Series The Ancient Fire Series

The Neverland Wars
After long voyages, encountering hurricanes and sea monsters, Criston Vora and Saan race to Terravitae, the legendary
promised land. Saan's quest is to find the Key to Creation, a weapon that may defeat Uraba's enemies, and Criston wants
vengeance against the monstrous Leviathan that ruined his life long ago. Back home, two opposing continents and religions
clash for the remnants of a sacred city, unleashing their hatred in a war that could end both civilizations. Queen Anjine and
Soldan-Shah Omra are driven by mutual hatred, heaping atrocity upon atrocity in an escalating conflict that only their gods
can end. Meanwhile, the secretive Saedrans manipulating both sides, come ever closer to their ultimate goal: to complete
the Map of All Things and bring about the return of God.

A Complete History of Illinois from 1673 to 1873
As a botanist, Robin Wall Kimmerer has been trained to ask questions of nature with the tools of science. As a member of
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the Citizen Potawatomi Nation, she embraces the notion that plants and animals are our oldest teachers. In Braiding
Sweetgrass, Kimmerer brings these two lenses of knowledge together to take us on “a journey that is every bit as mythic as
it is scientific, as sacred as it is historical, as clever as it is wise” (Elizabeth Gilbert). Drawing on her life as an indigenous
scientist, and as a woman, Kimmerer shows how other living beings—asters and goldenrod, strawberries and squash,
salamanders, algae, and sweetgrass—offer us gifts and lessons, even if we've forgotten how to hear their voices. In
reflections that range from the creation of Turtle Island to the forces that threaten its flourishing today, she circles toward a
central argument: that the awakening of ecological consciousness requires the acknowledgment and celebration of our
reciprocal relationship with the rest of the living world. For only when we can hear the languages of other beings will we be
capable of understanding the generosity of the earth, and learn to give our own gifts in return.

For the Kingdom of Dragons
The international bestselling series with over 5 million copies sold in the U.S. alone! For years, the Kingdom of Araluen has
prospered, with the evil lord Morgarath safely behind the impassable mountains. For years, its people have felt secure. but
the scheming hand of the dark lord has not been idle. . . . on a special mission for the rangers, will and his friend Horace, an
apprentice knight, travel to a neighboring village and discover the unsettling truth: All the villagers have either been slain or
captured. but why? Could it be that Morgarath has finally devised a plan to bring his legions over the supposedly
insurmountable pass? if so, the king?s army is in imminent danger of being crushed in a fierce ambush. And will and Horace
are the only ones who can save them. Perfect for fans of J.R.R. Tolkien’s Lord of the Rings, T.H. White’s The Sword in the
Stone, Christopher Paolini’s Eragon series, and George R. R. Martin’s Game of Thrones/A Song of Ice and Fire series. From
the Trade Paperback edition.

The Burning Bridge
Fire
Most days it’s manageable. No more than a quiet wondering around the edges of her mind. What has become of the baby
she left behind? Smiling through the pain and suffering in silence, Leslie Laudon marches forward. Embracing the life
skillfully designed by her husband, Paul. Living right could be penance for an impossible choice she made. Dutiful and
anchoring, Leslie pours herself into her other children. Nurturing them through infancy, protecting them as toddlers, guiding
them as teens. As her youngest child heads off to college with her suitcases and coordinating dorm room accessories, so
goes Leslie’s identity. The chaotic life of a busy working mother threatens to become dangerously quiet. Quiet enough to
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hear the voices she’s tried to silence for decades. Gwen Fox was adopted by two perfect people. Noel and Millie have
always treated her the same as their two biological sons. Her parents’ love is strong and unwavering, yet a soul-deep ache
still lingers in her. Plagued by an unnamed, hard-to-explain longing Gwen could never shake. Riddled with doubt and
dragged down by the undertow of unanswered questions, Leslie and Gwen both find their lives suddenly upended. One
seeks the truth about the day she was born. The other seeks herself, the woman she was before motherhood. Before she
made a choice to leave a piece of her heart lying asleep in the hospital nursery. In this complex journey for answers, blame
is abundant. Guilt is thick enough to choke on. Marriages are brought to the brink of disaster. As the ripples of the past
vibrate through their lives, Gwen and Leslie realize there is no turning back. What they have put into motion cannot be
stopped. The road toward the truth will be littered with casualties.
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